
Dear Daisy Ring in Black
Project R1013
Designer: Megan Milliken

This ring is adorable and easy to wear, and works up in a snap.  Make multiples in different colors, or make them as gifts. 

What You'll Need

Czech Glass 3 x 10mm Dagger Spear Beads 'Matte Jet' (50)

SKU: BCP-10014

Project uses 10 pieces

Czech Glass Druk 4mm Round 'Rare Aurum Gold' (100)

SKU: BCP-7408

Project uses 1 piece

Antiqued Brass Adjustable Ring With 12mm Glue On Plate (4)

SKU: FRG-0883

Project uses 1 piece

Wildfire Thermal Bonded Beading Thread .008 Inch - Black- 50 Yd

SKU: XCR-8936

Project uses 2 feet

E6000 Industrial Strength Glue Adhesive (0.18 fl oz)

SKU: XTL-1054

Project uses 1 tube

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-3005] Beadsmith English Beading Needles Size 10 - 4 Needles, [XTL-0106] BeadSmith

Cordless Thread Zap II Thread Burner Tool

Instructions

1. Before you begin, watch the video: How to Make a Dagger Bead Daisy Ring.  This video will demonstrate the steps for making this project.

2. String 10 black 3x10mm dagger beads onto a 2' length of black Wildfire beading thread and tie a knot a few inches from the tail end of the thread.

3. Bring your needle through the next dagger bead, then string a 4mm aurum gold druk bead.

4. Enter the dagger beads directly across from where you exited them and bring your needle through the next 5 dagger beads moving in the opposite
direction as before.

5. Go back through the druk bead, then go through the other 5 dagger beads back in the original direction.  Tie off and weave in your thread.

6. Place a thin layer of E6000 glue onto the glue pad of an antique brass adjustable ring.

7. Center the beaded daisy onto the glue pad and press into place.  Make sure that it's centered and that the petals are arranged evenly.

8. Allow the glue to dry thoroughly before wearing.
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